Attention Budget Worksheet
Time Invested in
Daily

Planned

Actual Time Spent

Work
Work

Travel time to and from everything
Other Travel…for errands, etc
Shopping (perhaps certain days per week?)

Food

Meals – cooking
Meals – cleaning up
Meals – away from home

Exercise

Thinking

Frequent
Other
Possibilities

Walk, stretch
Aerobic – elevate your heartbeat!
Meditation / Yoga
Planning and Prioritizing
Evaluating (how effective was your plan?)
Reflecting
Meditation / Mindfulness
Reading
Family (at home / visiting)
Friends
Hobbies
Classes and Homework (if in school)
Personal care: bathing, dressing, hair, teeth, etc.
Television, movies, YouTube®, electronic games

Media

Weekly

Social Media, Text
Weekly cleaning
Events with Family and Friends
Intentionally building your gift, yourself, your world
Travel time
Paying bills, balancing money
Services
Auto care

Monthly

Volunteering

Surprise
Events
Totals:
Time alone: doing stuff
Time alone: thinking, reflecting, reading (books)
Quiet time with others
Active time with others
Time with Gizmos, Electronics and Screens
Time dedicated to living your life in the fullest sense.
Time connecting to your own life and all life.

Planned

Actual Time Spent

MANAGE YOUR PRECIOUS TIME!
ATTENTION BUDGET

Deeply connected to your financial budget!

THIS IS THE FIRST DRAFT! I've included what this one mind of mine could think of; I'd love to hear from you to
provide a more accurate range of options!

Steven Covey's great metaphor for managing our time; from his book First Things First:

Picture a glass cylinder.
The cylinder represents all
the time you have in a day.
Next to the cylinder are

rocks, gravel, sand, and water
- Rocks represent what’s most important to you
- Gravel represents day-to-day responsibilities
- Sand represents the daily interruptions
- Water is everything else that happens in a day

The world demands your attention! Everyone tries constantly to get your attention. Set boundaries! Make your goals
your priority! Slight changes to your path are like a compound-interest investment in your life!
Commit to goals as if they are appointments with your future self. YOU are important. Your goals are important.
Goals are proactive, not reactive. Goals help us determine our “no” and our “yes” for investing our time.

All security experts agree: Trust no-one.

You have to decide what your highest
- Stay skeptical.
priorities are and have the courage
- Turn off cookies.
– pleasantly, smilingly, non-apologetically –
- Limit tracking as much as possible.
to say 'no' to other things. And the way to do
- Don't say anything stupid; don't use hate speech
that is by having a bigger 'yes' burning inside.
-Thou shalt not overshare, or share data about friends.
- Steven Covey
- If the product is free, it means that you are the product.
- Limit your time on each platform (fb, twitter, instagram, et al.)
- Privacy is a myth. Assume if it's on the phone it'll be published.
- Don't live your life online. Take a walk, play a musical instrument, build furniture, live in the real world.

"Trying to be "safe" while using a "smart" phone is like trying to keep water out of a submarine with a screen door."
"If you join Facebook, you relinquish your privacy."
"When you receive an email from someone that wants to share their fortune with you, do not reply of click on the links!"
You can turn off media, social media, phone, text: YOU set the boundaries. No communication after 8 pm? Sundays?
You choose your limit. With your time managed, you can invest time online…time digging for information, learning new
things, listening to guided meditations, music and pontificators.

